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About This Game

Ramen spends a lot of time considering how best to spend his last productive days. He recently learned that some silent investors
for a small pizza restaurant have secretly hidden their tax returns deep in a privately owned local uranium mine. He insisted on

revealing the source of their dirty money to the public and it’s gotten him into some hot water. He snuck his way inside the
mine, found out where they keep the records, and just before he strapped the documents to his back in preparation to leave, he
thought “Will this be a worthwhile escape?” He then enthusiastically blindfolded himself for added danger! He didn’t know you

were coming to help, he barely knows you’re there, and he doesn’t think he needs you. Your mission, should you choose to
accept it, is to guide and protect Ramen during his passage through the dangerous valley. Keep him alive so the truth about those

crooks can be brought to light.

In this game, you start with an birds eye view of a map full of obstacles and enemies. You must first chart the path across the
playing field that Ramen, the character you are escorting and protecting, will follow once the action starts. Simultaneously, you
can purchase ammunition and powerups that will assist you for the successful completion of each stage. Enemies and obstacles

are randomly distributed at the start of each match. Every match is unique. Once you click "Ready", you can start to clear
enemies from the map. There is a fixed number of enemies that will spawn. It is recommended that you take down each group

of enemies using the type of munition that's designed to do the most damage to that enemy type as that will allow you to start the
final boss fight with the most firepower at your disposal. The boss is the same character on every map but his behavior is

dependent on your play style. If you collect all the hidden folders, clear a sufficient amount of enemies, and get Ramen across
the finish line with full health, you will have defeat the game with a perfect score.
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